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Objectives

Understand

the  business 
case for a 
preparedness 
plan

Review

The areas to 
include in 
Continuity 
Planning 

Identify

Differences 
between 
Emergency 
Response and 
Continuity 
Planning

Investigate

The BCP Life 
Cycle



What is 
Business 
Continuity 
Planning?

It helps to 
• anticipate, 
• prepare for, 
• prevent, 
• respond to, 
• recover 
• survive 

disruptive events affecting daily 
operations. 



Think of all the things 
that can disrupt your 

business

Make a quick list



Why do we need BCP?



Make It Before 
You Need It

10% (or more)  of businesses do not 
recover

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disaster recovery plans are not easy to make. They take time and commitment, but they are essential to success in a disaster. Remember that 10% of businesses do not recover from disaster situations. The disaster recovery plan needs to be written ahead of time. You need to make it before you need it. By making the disaster recovery plan before it is necessary, you will be aware of the factors necessary for the company’s survival.Necessary Factors:•	People•	Facilities •	Technology•	Data•	Suppliers•	Policies and proceduresAll of these factors need to be considered when establishing strategies to create a disaster recovery plan. 



It should 
include:

People

Facilities

Data

Suppliers

Policies and Procedures

Other unique areas 



This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would happen if there were an incident today/tonight?What arrangements/plans are in place for dealing with an emergency/incident/crisis?

https://www.flickr.com/photos/bjohansson/2614591735
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


If you said “I wish I had…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What would happen if there were an incident today/tonight?What arrangements/plans are in place for dealing with an emergency/incident/crisis?



ERP vs BCP

• Emergency Response: Focused on 
Preparedness and Response

• BCP: primarily a mitigation and recovery plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergency Response:  Key leadership person is immediately unavailable:   a Crisis has struck, and you have no way to communicate with that person. EM:   You loose a member of your team unexpectedly.  You don’t know if it is an hour, day or month.   ( or longer) but you have no way to communicate with this person.   You usually know what to do in the short term: communicate to a group, set up an interim go to person, put an out of office message on the phone.  BCP is the rest of the plan:  how do you move forward—you can’t stay in the holding pattern forever.  When and how do you replace that person.  How do you recover supplies, contacts, important documents, conversations that weren’t documented, etc.   



“ a course of action that 
your organization would 
take if an unexpected 
situation occurs”
Business Continuity Planning



Presenter
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: I have Emergency Plans in place for: Choose as many as apply
https://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/KXnc4qb4dmL3dCPXHGSq7?flow=Default&onscreen=persist





Defining 
Business 

Continuity 
Planning 

Objectives

• What is the goal and focus of your 
BCP? 

• What is the scope of your BCP? 
• Will it cover the entire company 

or organization or just one 
location? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can you share?  What is your experience?  What has worked and what has failed?



Defining 
Business 

Continuity 
Planning 

Objectives

• What kind of events will your BCP 
address? 

• Define each event and the 
projected impact

• Identify any Assumptions that 
are made

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can you share?  What is your experience?  What has worked and what has failed?



Analyze



Business Impact 
Analysis
Analyzing your Business



Business Impact Analysis








Getting Started:  
Risk Assessment and 

Management

Ignoring Risks=Disaster

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk assessment and management is essential for the success of any business. However, many companies do not always take the necessary precautions, which leads to disaster. Successfully managing risks will prevent mistakes, which leads to a safer work environment, happier employees, and increased productivity. Following a few basic steps will place your organization on the path to success. Each business will have its unique set of problems. For example, the risk of a retail business will be quite different from the risks that a manufacturing company would face. Pharmaceutical companies would face different risks than financial institutions. Larger organizations that cover multiple areas may find it helpful to breakdown the potential problems for each department. There are some basic risk categories to consider when discovering what is unique to your business:Basic Risks:•	Physical Risks: the building, equipment, chemicals, etc. •	Location Risks: Crime, natural disasters, etc.•	Human Risks: Intoxication, theft, fraud, human error, etc.•	Technology Risks: Power, hacking, telecommunications, etc.Careful consideration will help identify unique problems so that you can address them before they happen. 



Seek Out 
Problems 
Before 
They 
Happen

Prevent when 
possible

Be prepared to 
respond when 
they happen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of a risk assessment is to seek out problems before they happen. This allows you to prevent accidents and emergencies, or you can at least be better prepared when emergency situations do occur. This requires and understanding of the business and vigilance. By paying attention to potential problems, you will improve the overall health and success of your business. 



Key Risks

Human Operational Technical

Financial Security Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will your business be impacted if there is an illness, death, or a critical individual is unable to continue work? Additionally, how equipped are you as an organization to conduct business remotely if necessary?How will the threat impact the physical operations of your organization? How will facilities be impacted? Will there be issues with distribution, equipment, access?Will your business be impacted by failures in technology? Either technology failures in business-critical applications or technology failures in your own products?Will you be able to continue generating revenue and keep your customers happy? What about stock market fluctuation or other financial issues impacting your ability to continue operatingWhat security issues are you vulnerable to–either physical or virtual –and do you have the right safeguards in place?Do you have contingency plans in place for communicating with each other, your employees, your customers, and other stakeholders?



Unique to Your 
Business

• Physical Risks

• Human Risks

• Technology Risks

• Location Risks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each business will have its unique set of problems. For example, the risk of a retail business will be quite different from the risks that a manufacturing company would face. Pharmaceutical companies would face different risks than financial institutions. Larger organizations that cover multiple areas may find it helpful to breakdown the potential problems for each department. There are some basic risk categories to consider when discovering what is unique to your business:Basic Risks:•	Physical Risks: the building, equipment, chemicals, etc. •	Location Risks: Crime, natural disasters, etc.•	Human Risks: Intoxication, theft, fraud, human error, etc.•	Technology Risks: Power, hacking, telecommunications, etc.Careful consideration will help identify unique problems so that you can address them before they happen. 



Walk Around:  
Physical Risks
• How tools are used
• Different methods used to 
complete tasks

• Materials used

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I imagine this is an area that you have well defined protocols and recovery –if  Line does down, or a critical Machine.  Identifying potential problems requires close inspection of the work area. In order to do this, you need to look at the environment carefully. Inspect each area of the facility for hidden risks and hazards that can cause problems. This requires walking around the entire facility and making note of everything. It is essential to consider every possible use of an area, all materials used, and each tool. Things to Consider When Walking:•	How tools are used•	Different methods used to complete tasks•	Purpose of each tool•	Materials usedMake a list of all problems as you notice them. Use this list to guide the risk assessment.



Human Risks

• Safety protocols

• Labor availability

• Sickness

• Walkout

• Changing Skills required

• Succession Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying potential problems requires close inspection of the work area. In order to do this, you need to look at the environment carefully. Inspect each area of the facility for hidden risks and hazards that can cause problems. This requires walking around the entire facility and making note of everything. It is essential to consider every possible use of an area, all materials used, and each tool. Things to Consider When Walking:•	How tools are used•	Different methods used to complete tasks•	Purpose of each tool•	Materials usedMake a list of all problems as you notice them. Use this list to guide the risk assessment.



Technology

• Hackers
• Ransomware
• Technology  Changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying potential problems requires close inspection of the work area. In order to do this, you need to look at the environment carefully. Inspect each area of the facility for hidden risks and hazards that can cause problems. This requires walking around the entire facility and making note of everything. It is essential to consider every possible use of an area, all materials used, and each tool. Things to Consider When Walking:•	How tools are used•	Different methods used to complete tasks•	Purpose of each tool•	Materials usedMake a list of all problems as you notice them. Use this list to guide the risk assessment.



Location, Facility 
and Equipment

• Near a reiver or 
Coast/Hurricanes

• Fire Prone Area

• Snow, Power Outages

• Specialty Equipment, 
Ventilation

• Waste Disposal

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying potential problems requires close inspection of the work area. In order to do this, you need to look at the environment carefully. Inspect each area of the facility for hidden risks and hazards that can cause problems. This requires walking around the entire facility and making note of everything. It is essential to consider every possible use of an area, all materials used, and each tool. Things to Consider When Walking:•	How tools are used•	Different methods used to complete tasks•	Purpose of each tool•	Materials usedMake a list of all problems as you notice them. Use this list to guide the risk assessment.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_030919-O-0000X-001_Flood_damage_to_U.S._Naval_Academy.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Beginning the 
Risk Assessment

•What is your “early warning system” for identifying business risks? 

•What is your cross-business/cross-function risk assessment process to 
identify, assess, and prioritize events with consequences that impact 
operations? 

•What is your process for making decisions regarding identified risks for 
recommended mitigation, and transferring or accepting risk (insurance 
– assess property risks, etc.)? 

•How does the business report these risk assessment findings and 
plans to your senior leadership? 



Ask “What would 
happen if … ?”
Impact Scale

• Low Impact

• Medium Impact

• High Impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In seeking out problems, you need to consider every aspect of risks. The key is to look at a situation and ask, “What would happen if…” For example, you may ask, “What would happen if the electricity went out in the middle of the workday?” Once you ask what would happen, you will be able to determine what type of impact it would have on the organization. Each possible problem can be assigned a different level of impact. Only assign a possible impact if you have all the information. Assign these as: need more information or needs to be determined.Levels of Impact:•	Low Impact: If a problem occurs, it will have little impact on the business and can be easily remedied. •	Medium Impact: The problem is not critical, but it will have an impact on the organization.•	High Impact: This is a critical problem will disrupt the business. Determining the level of impact will establish which problems need to be addressed first. 



Probability Scale

• 0 – Impossible
• 1 – Remote possibility
• 2 – Medium possibility
• 3 – Probable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The likelihood scale is used to determine the likelihood that an event will occur. For example, you would use it to determine the risk of an equipment malfunction. Each risk needs to be scored on the likelihood scale from 0 to 3.•	0 – Impossible: There is no possible way that an event can take place. This is rarely used. •	1 – Low possibility/Remote possibility: There is a slight risk, 2% or less, of something happening. •	2 – Medium possibility/Possible: The event is possible. It has between a 2 and 25% chance of occurring.•	3 – High possibility/ Probable: There is a greater than 25% chance that something is going to happen. The event is likely going to occur soon. Scores should be based on the current data that you have. The reasons for your score should also be recorded. 



Control Scale

• 1 – Total control

• 3 – Some Control

• 5 – Total Control

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The control scale is used to determine how much control you have over an event. •	0 – Impossible: There is no possible way that an event can take place. This is rarely used. •	1 – Low possibility/Remote possibility: There is a slight risk, 2% or less, of something happening. •	2 – Medium possibility/Possible: The event is possible. It has between a 2 and 25% chance of occurring.•	3 – High possibility/ Probable: There is a greater than 25% chance that something is going to happen. The event is likely going to occur soon. Scores should be based on the current data that you have. The reasons for your score should also be recorded. 

https://www.freeimageslive.co.uk/free_stock_image/ict-control-jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


• Probability Scale: The likelihood that an event will occur.
•
Business Impact Scale: The degree to which the event will 
affect your business

• Control Scale: How much control you have in preventing the 
event.

Probability Scale Business Impact Scale Control Scale

1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5

Low…………………High No Impact…………High 
Impact Good………………Poor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A key element of business continuity planning is risk assessment. You use risk assessment in your day-to-day operations even if you don’t think of it that way. It is a management tool that will help identify business continuity risks. Begin by asking your team some questions about the processes you use every day. Here are some sample questions to get you started:Take the responses to these questions and develop a risk assessment table for your Business Continuity Plan. While you may be examining different types of risks, you will still use the same thought process. You may utilize the sample table below as a guide for filling out your own risk assessment table for your BCP.The following table uses three elements to assess risk:Key



NATURAL THREATS MAN MADE THREATS TECHNOLOGICAL THREATS

TORNADO SABOTAGE POWER 
FLUCTUATION/OUTAGES

HURRICANE RIOT/CIVIL DISTURBANCE EQUIPMENT FAILURE
SEVERE THUNDERSTORMS THEFT/VANDALISM HVAC FAILURE
BLIZZARDS/ICE STORMS TERRORISM LOSS OF COMMUNICATIONS
TSUNAMI BOMB LOSS OF DATA

DROUGHT PRODUCT TAMPERING VIRUSES, MALWARE, HACKER 
ATTACK

HEAT WORKPLACE VIOLENCE LOSS OF INSTITUTIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE

PANDEMIC UNAUTHORIZED RELEASE OF 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

EARTHQUAKE FIRE
FLOODING DISGRUNTLED EMPLOYEE

Create a threat matrix to identify possible risks. 
Use this information to populate your risk assessment table. 



Threat Matrix

Threat Probability Scale Business Impact Control Scale Ideas for 
mitigation



Developing 
the BIA

Determine 
mission/business 
processes and 
Recovery criticality. 

Identify resource 
requirements. 

Identify recovery 
priorities for system 
or business 
resources. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Briefly describe your Business Impact Analysis process. What areas did you include in your analysis? What did you leave out? Why? Describe how your business determines what mission critical business processes and interdependencies (regulatory, applications, suppliers, contractors, etc.) require business continuity and/or disaster recovery planning. Provide a list of organizational considerations used to evaluate processes.



RTO:  Recovery time Objective

Business 
Unit

Manager Process RTO Daily Loss Function Risks Comments





Business Unit Manager Process RTO Daily 
Loss Function Risks Comment

Finance Joe A/P >48 $1237 Pay Bills 1, 3, 4, 7, 
8

Discuss telework policy & VPN solution, 
online banking?

Finance Pete A/P >48 $1275 Invoice 1, 3, 4, 7, 
8

Discuss telework policy & VPN solution, 
online banking?

Finance Erika Payroll >72 $943 Payroll 1, 3, 4, 7, 
8, 9

Discuss potential manual work-around 
procedures/paper check supplies and 
timesheets

HR Mary Sue Recruitment >72 $847 New Hires 1, 8, 9 Discuss possibility of contract with temp 
agency

Production Fred Widget Mfg >60 $10500 Product 
Assembly

1, 3, 4, 7, 
8, 9

Discuss alternate supplier, surplus 
inventory

Production Sara Paintshop >72 $2345 Finishing 1, 3, 4, 7, 
8, 9

Discuss piecework contract with Paintco.

Surplus inventory?

<Enter your 
BIA 
Information 
here>

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that you’ve described the process, you need to summarize the outcomes. This table provides a short summary of the most important data obtained from the BIA such as the business unit, responsible manager, process/business function, recovery time objective (RTO), and estimated daily financial losses. It is also useful to create a spread sheet with this information so that you can easily sort it to generate answers to any questions that may arise.



Address the following basic components of 
BCP

Triggers: what 
would set your 
plan in motion

Leadership:  Who is 
in charge and how 

do they interact

People: Org charts, 
contact info, critical 

information

IT: What will it take 
to keep or recover 
critical functions

Customers
Vendors: 

Disruptions on 
their end

Communication: 
How, when, to 

whom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trigger:  If someone has a heart attack on the floor while working, this would be the trigger.  Your ERP or BCP would then dictate the actions to take.  



Long Term and 
Short Term

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When identifying potential problems, consider both the long term and short term problems. It is easy to focus on the short term problems that require immediate attention. For example, missing safety equipment is a short term problem that has immediate consequences that needs to be addressed quickly. Focusing on short term problems, however, can overshadow long term problems. Long term problems are problems that will develop over time, and because they are not immediate issues, they are easy to ignore. For example, exposure to noise pollution is a long term problem that can lead to hearing loss if it is not addressed in a timely manner. Do not allow the short term risks and problems to prevent you from addressing the long term.





• Randy Emory, Director of Water 
Resources (Assistant Director during 
Floyd):
• “Most of us here at the time were 
veterans of dealing with hurricanes, so we 
were pretty in tune with what to do. But it 
turned out to be something none of us 
had ever seen. 

Crystal:  I started Sept 27, 1999:  I couldn't get 
past the national guard.  My supervisor made 
me a temporary badge by taking a photo of me 
standing outside the entrance of the plant, 
laminating it, and somehow putting a GUC logo 
on it. I still have that makeshift badge today 
and will probably always keep it. 



External Events

• Suppliers
• Customers
• Visitors
• Traffic, Transportation
• Environment
• Others?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No matter how prepared you are, problems are not always easy to predict. This is especially true of external events. You have more control over internal events, but external events are more unpredictable. With external events, you need to be prepared for every possible problem. These events are, basically, anything around the office that is not internal.  Types of External Events:•	Suppliers: Suppliers bring external events with their own risks•	Customers: Customers bring external events with their own risks•	Visitors: Visitors bring external events with their own risks•	Traffic: Traffic affects schedules and the ability to make deadlines•	Parking: Drivers and car maintenance affect parking•	Environment: Weather and other environmental factors are external events



Identify 
the right 
people



Key Roles

CEO COO CTO/CIO CFO

CHRO Marketing Communication Security



Disaster 
Recovery 
Plan

• Unique to each process 
(and type of event)
• Outlines Procedures in 
event of disaster and loss 
mitigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every organization needs a disaster recovery plan. The disaster recovery plan outlines the procedures that need to be followed in the event of a disaster to protect it. By considering the consequences of disasters ahead of time, the recovery plan will mitigate their effects. The disaster recovery plan is established for different disasters, including natural and manmade disasters such as severe weather or technology crashes. 



What one word describes 
your overall preparedness if 
a disaster were to hit today?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If I said, your building has burned to the ground since we have been on this call, what would your first thought me?





Solution Design



Define your 
objective for 
Business 
Continuity 
planning

ENSURE CONTINUITY 
OF OPERATIONS 
DURING CRISIS

ENSURE EMPLOYEE 
SAFETY DURING CRISIS

ENSURE CONTINUITY 
OF KEY IT SYSTEMS 

MINIMIZE CUSTOMER 
IMPACTS FROM 

BUSINESS DISRUPTION

MINIMIZE REPUTATION 
DAMAGE FROM AN 

INCIDENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are 5 of the top reasons for BCP planning based on the business continuity benchmark study



Planning for Success

ORGANIZATIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT

EXECUTIVE 
SUPPORT

ADEQUATE 
RESOURCES

TEAM 
DEDICATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create cross functional teamsDesign education and information for all levelsBuild awareness to enhance engagement, setting up the organization for success



Solution Design
7 Mistakes to Avoid



#1 Overlooking Essential 
business functions and 
failing to identify 
associated risks

• Get Buy in from the top
• Incorporate feedback 

from multiple sources
• Document the details in 

your Threat matrix
• Make all solutions 

actionable:  Provide clear 
steps of action to take



#2 Failing to implement a process for 
accurate and reliable contact info

• Everything starts with people
• Develop a consistent process 

to allow workers to validate 
and update information

• Capture external information 
too!  Don’t forget vendors, 
key partners, stakeholders, 
board members, and others. 



#3 Failing to clearly define key teams and 
communicate assigned roles and duties

1

Create teams centered on 
specific threats

2

Specify the team’s 
mission, roles and 
accountabilities

3

Inform the team regularly 
on any updates

4

Prepare the team: train, 
document, meet regularly 
through the year to plan 
and practice





#4  Insufficient orders of 
succession and lack of  clear 
delegations of authority

• Define and Document orders of succession. 
• Key leaders can be unavailable or 

incapacitated
• Go at least 3 levels deep (more is 

advisable)
• Use titles, and not employee 

names in the succession 
document. 

• Document Delegations of Authority



#5 Failing to maintain accurate 
and detailed facility information

Inform

Inform new 
employees 
about 
Alternate 
locations or 
EOCs

Care

Care for and 
inform 
remote 
workers

Establish

Establish a 
plan for entry 
credentials

Document

Document 
emergency 
procedures 
and 
inform/train 
ALL 
employees

Document

Document 
entry 
procedures 
and 
evacuations 
processes



#6  Failing to document vital records and critical systems

Determine what is “vital” Capture relevant details about the 
critical data source and storage

Identify: 
• Physical location for hard copies
• Share drive locations
• Local software applications
• Software service solutions—Adminstrator/Vendor 

information
• Network resources  (printers, fax, etc)



#7 Failing to 
make your 
BCP data 
accessible, 
editable and 
secure

• Avoid Binders on a shelf

• Consider online planning and Cloud storage 
and accessibility

• Maintain Security



Implement Plans



Executive 
Support
Identify an Executive Sponsor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nothing fails more quickly than a program without executive support. Make it visible



Build employee awareness

Include in 
employee on-
boarding or new 
hire training

01
Post 
information, 
boards, intranet,

02
Create 
campaigns

03
Design training 
events, lunch 
and learn

04



Evaluate 
Resources

People

Time

Money

Resources

Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adequate resources ensures your BC program gets the attention it needs—not just to keep it operational, but to continuously test, review, and update it to scale and grow as your company changes over timeWithout adequate resources your BCP has a lower chance of success



Establish Accountability

Dedicated Team
Decentralized, 

part time 
accountability



Design Solutions 
for Recovery Plans

• Long Process
• Identify short term activities to 

show progress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to stress that building up a Business Continuity Plan is a long drawn out process, and you must accept that a full blown plan will not be in place over night, but there are many things that you can do quickly that will offer some short term security and progress, and that can be built on constantly.



Keep 
Documentation 
Simple and Clear

• Keep it simple

• Roles and 
responsibilities

• Contingency/Redundanc
y procedures

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to thoroughly document the disaster recovery plan. When creating the document, keep the formatting and wording simple. Make the message of the plan very clear. There is a basic outline that can be used to guide documenting a disaster recovery plan. Information to document:•	Objective•	Assumptions•	Criteria to invoke the plan•	Roles and responsibilities•	Contingency procedures•	Resource plan•	Procedures for returning to the original space•	Procedure for information recovery

http://www.emdocs.net/emergency-medicine-documentation-pearls-and-pitfalls-the-neuro-exam/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Implement Recommendations

• Review recommendations
• Confirm commitment from participants
• Schedule the implementation process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the information is analyzed, draft a report based on your findings. The report should include the recommendations. In order for the recommendations to be implemented, you need to buy in of superiors. Successful implementation requires the a few basic steps:•	Identify the best venue for implementation.•	Review recommendations.•	Confirm commitment from participants.•	Schedule the implementation process. After implementing the recommendations, you need to communicate with everyone involved and review the results as scheduled. 



Testing



Test, Update, 
and Repeat

• Determine objectives

• Collect results
• Evaluate results

• Update the plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a disaster recovery plan is created, the aspects of it need to be tested. For example, you may want to test your IT security. After testing the plan, make the necessary update and adjustments. Repeat this process regularly because both the business and the potential disasters will change over time. Establishing a Testing System:•	Choose the purpose of the test and what is being evaluated.•	Determine objectives and measurements.•	Collect results•	Evaluate results•	Update the planAlways record the tests and updates that you make to the plan. Be sure that you have the most current plan recorded. 



Train on the plan

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

http://picpedia.org/handwriting/t/training.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/




Maintenance



Maintenance: Learn and Adjust



Success Factors

• Include Risk assessments and review and update annually
• Utilize the Business Impact analysis as a key element of BCP
• Review BCP plans annually
• Conduct frequent simulation and testing



Utilize Tools and 
resources

• Online tools or systems

• Consultants or Advisors

• Industry Experts and Associations

• Ready.gov

• Insurance Advisor or Agents

• Software or Business solutions vendors



What vulnerabilities 
have you thought 

about today?
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